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tants, who from this period onwards grew increasingly
distinct: it was not what it ought to have been, a
meeting-place for the young men in Belfast who never
would meet otherwise, and the opening of a career
for Catholics "in the one part of Ireland where they
were permanently held down in a position of inferiority.
The colleges in Cork and Galway continued to exist, but
with no strong life. Yet they were centres. Many
Protestants from Ulster, tempted by the scholarships,
came down to Galway, and there for the first time
mixed in Catholic society; and many Catholics, dis-
regarding ecclesiastical disapproval, accepted the
opportunity offered them. In Cork, with a larger
population to draw on, an appreciable centre of culture
for the older Irish stock was formed, especially under
the presidency of a distinguished scholar, Dr. W. H. K.
Q' Sullivan, one of the pioneers in modern Irish historical
research. But the number of students did not rise
above four hundred. In Galway it was little over
the hundred, and the academic life was oddly marooned
there in its elaborate Gothic building by the banks
of the Corrik Yet many remarkable men passed
through its walls, as teachers or as students. Young
men with brilliant degrees like. Maguire or Starkie
from Trinity, or Professor Larmor from Cambridge,
spent good years on its teaching staff: and one
generation of students included Sir Antony (the present
Lord) MacDonnell, Mr. T. P. O'Connor, Mr. Frank Hugh
O'Donnell (a notable free-lance of the Irish Parliamen-
tary party), Mr. John Clancy (one of Redmond's wisest
legal colleagues), and Mr. Thomas Marlowe (for many
years chief editor of the Daily Mail).
Yet, whether in Cork or in Galway, the college
remained in semi-isolation : only exceptional persons
frequented it; and the university-going habit never
spread, though these institutions were on the Scottish
rather than the English model, and the most modest
way of living was possible to their students*
It should be said in fairness to the Catholic hierarchy

